
 

VITAE: Learn Well  Live Well   
 

A Community Investment Co-Op for multi-stakeholders to accelerate community 
development through (re)generative learning and living systems. 

Worldwide, existing buildings and infrastructures have been abandoned or are rapidly decaying; turning             
assets into liabilities, while infrastructure innovation and best management practice adoption remain low.             
Meanwhile, governments spend billions on interest payments, operating/maintaining empty buildings; gross           
national debts are surpassing gross domestic products; waste and other systemic problems continue to grow,               
along with climate change and other issues. Which begs the question: Where will we find the creative and                  
(re)generative leadership and sustainability management solutions to solve such increasingly complex and            
wicked problems to meet growing affordable learning and living needs? 

At VITAE, we believe that the growing number of closed public and private vacant properties worldwide, can                 
and should be viewed as community assets rather than liabilities. Because most, if not all have the potential of                   
being great modern learning and living places, or labs, even after their principal mission is accomplished, to                 
regenerate entire socioeconomic systems. As a result, I along with a group of committed citizens of widely                 
diverse industry experts have started the process to start a Community Investment Cooperative, as a               
cost-effective, community-owned and controlled impact fund for social and environmental good. This way, we              
can enable people to become real partners in community-driven economic development, which in turn will               
lead to stronger and more sustainable development, real estate use, and recovery systems. Collectively, we               
can model the SMARTEST Co-Op to specify, measure, analyze, regenerate, transcend, escalate,            
substantiate, and transform learning and living systems for regenerative development, real estate use and              
recovery innovations.  

 
Image Source: Spark Architect’s Home Farm concept integrating community and senior living with farming systems 

 

 

 



COMPETENCIES   
Organization for Economic Country Development (OECD) Learning Compass 2030 Concept 

Cooperatively (re)generating expertise, infrastructures or resources for wellness.  
Despite all the modern technologies, leveraging adequate expertise, infrastructure, and resources to meet             

current or transition needs is no easy task. And as “you never change things by fighting the existing reality. To                    

change something, build a new model that makes the old one obsolete.”-Buckminster Fuller. So we’re building                

an innovative model to ensure all have access to well-built learning and living systems to meet changing                 

requirements and expectations.  

★ Knowledge    Disciplinary  & Interdisciplinary; Epistemic (Methodologies), and Procedural  

★ Skills   Cognitive & Meta-cognitive, Societal & Emotional; and Physical & Practical 

★ Attitudes and Values   Personal, Local, Societal and Global 

 

 

Visit www.vitaegroup.ca, e-mail info@vitaegroup.ca or call 613-795-4632 to engage 

http://www.vitaegroup.ca/
mailto:info@vitaegroup.ca

